The effects of chelating agents on radical generation in alkaline peroxide systems, and the relevance to substrate damage.
A spin-trapping EPR technique has been employed to explore the generation of hydroxyl radicals from reactions between a series of first row transition metal ions and aqueous hydrogen peroxide at pH 10, and with a range of chelating agents (EDTA, DTPMP and the readily biodegradable ligands S,S-EDDS and IDS). In the absence of these chelating agents only Cu(II) generates a significant level of hydroxyl radicals; in their presence with Cu(II) EDTA and IDS give similar behaviour whereas EDDS and DTPMP inhibit hydroxyl radical generation. For Fe(II), EDTA, DTPMP and IDS significantly enhance ( radical)OH production under these conditions whereas EDDS does not. Results from model cellulose damage experiments broadly confirm the findings for copper, though experiments with Fe(II) lead to somewhat contrasting results. Our findings are discussed in terms of binding constants and implications for alkaline peroxygen bleaching systems.